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Motivation:  Characterize how relativistic electrons are lost from the magnetosphere in 

order to better understand the dynamic variability of the radiation belts.  

Goal:  Identify the loss mechanisms that control the rapid electron flux dropouts at 

geosynchronous orbit during small to moderate activity.

1.  Drift out of the magnetopause boundary
2.  Precipitation into atmosphere by wave-particle interaction

Case 2: GOES not on an Open Field Contour

Diurnal variations
> 4 orders of magnitude

MPS

Case 1: GOES on an Open Field Contour

Electron dropout events with MPS:
 Steeper flux dropout rate & slower flux recovery
 Stronger & sharper solar wind pressure increase
 Smaller and later southward IMF Bz
 Smaller and later geomagnetic activity

Summary and Conclusion:
 By combining energetic particle data (GOES and LANL) with 

magnetospheric configurations predicted by TS05, we show 
that magnetopause shadowing does cause electron flux 
dropouts, even during small and moderate activity.

 30 out of 43 electron dropout events are associated with 
magnetopause shadowing

 2 out of 19 electron dropout events are possibly due to 
electron precipitation by wave-particle interaction with EMIC 
wave

 Electron dropout events with and without magnetopause 
shadowing signature have different local time distribution and 
preferential solar wind and IMF conditions.
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 Characterize magnetospheric configurations during the events using Tsyganenko magnetic 
field model [Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005].   Model inputs: Pdyn, Dst, IMF By and Bz, W1-
W6.  Boundary condition: dynamic magnetopause based on Shue et al. [1998]

 Use modeled magnetic field contour on the magnetic equatorial plane represents drift 
orbits of 90 degree pitch angle, MeV electrons. 

 By interpreting the particle data using magnetospheric configurations predicted by the 
Tsyganenko model, we determine the possibility of drift magnetopause losses as the 
cause of electron dropouts.

Statistical Study of Electron Dropout Events: Electron Precipitation by Wave-Particle Interactions :
 Comparing the wave power calculated from high time resolution magnetic field data, we quantify 

the role of precipitation induced by wave-particle interaction during the events.  

 In this study, we use GOES wave data (0.1 - 1 Hz) to represent EMIC wave (narrow-band burst)

 Data available from 2007/09 to 2008/06, including 19 identified electron dropout events

 Wave result: only two electron dropout events have EMIC wave signature (#27 and 34)

 Future work: need to check on plasmaspheric hiss, lower-band chorus etc.

Electron Dropout Events:
 Identify electron dropout events using GOES-11 

energetic electron data (> 2 MeV) for 2007 and 2008

 Electron dropouts based on criteria from Green et al.,
[2004]: 
 Smooth the particle data with a 2-hour running average
 Ratio = f current day /f previous day < 0.01 

 43 events are identified (color marks on the figure)

 No major storms, only small to moderate storms (Dst > -
60 nT)

Electron dropout events without MPS:
 Maybe Field line stretching at dusk side
 Or WPI dominates the flux decrease
 Or MPS might have happened when GOES 

was at dayside or at higher L
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Compare LANL energetic particle data with identified 
electron dropout event with magnetopause shadowing 

 Electron dropout onset time: f current day /f previous day < 0.01 

 Difference of onset times between all local times and 
energy channels (0.6 – 2.5 MeV) is ~3 hours

 High energy particles dropout first, then lower energies
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Drift Magnetopause Losses:

 Out of the 43 electron dropout events, 30 of them are 
associated with magnetopause shadowing (MPS) 
signature; 13 are not.

 Local time distribution of GOES-11 when: 
flux ratio = f current day /f previous day < 0.01

 Superposed epoch analysis of GOES electron flux, solar 
wind dynamic pressure, IMF Bz, Dst and AE indices.  
Epoch time is at the electron flux minimum.

Indication of EMIC wave

Indication of 
plasmaspheric hiss and 
lower-band chorus
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